However, some pupils with the potential to study the three sciences are not always given sufficient encouragement and opportunity to do so; especially those from poorer socio-economic backgrounds, where students may need additional opportunities, support and guidance to ensure that they can achieve well throughout their schooling, fewer are encouraged to take triple science and progress to post-16 sciences.

Support network
This is where the national network of Science Learning Centres comes in. We offer a large range of world-class, accredited professional development courses and resources for STEM teachers at all levels and, more specifically, our Triple Science Support Programme (TSSP), is there to give schools the resources, professional expertise and guidance they need to confidently teach these subjects. Funded by the Department for Education, the TSSP focuses on supporting schools to enable and motivate all students who want or are able to take triple science, particularly students who are not in the highest ability groups and those from poorer socio-economic backgrounds. The TSSP is designed to
primarily engage with schools that are not yet delivering triple science, or only to small numbers of students.

The regional Science Learning Centres provide advisers who give bespoke support to schools to improve their triple science offer, particularly those schools facing challenges that may lead to a reduction in the numbers studying triple science. All partner schools receive support free of charge. Over 440 secondary schools across the country are currently accessing bespoke support from advisers from the national network of Science Learning Centres via the TSSP or are actively involved in one of the 22 local Triple Science Networks, also supported through this programme.

Partner schools receive a visit from an adviser who runs through their specific requirements. A bespoke plan is then put in place with the school, which includes a mix of activities that might include classroom support; CPD courses; peer support – enabling a partner school to link directly with another local school that has overcome some of the challenges that they are facing with triple science; local networks that encourage take-up of triple science for the broadest range of pupils and encourage pupils’ take-up of science post-16; and online resources and online communities via the National STEM Centre website.

Making a difference

We started managing the TSSP in October 2011 and since then we have received a positive reaction from those schools taking part in the programme, with reports of improved teacher confidence in teaching the three separate subjects and more engaged and enthusiastic pupils.

One example is Manchester Academy in Moss Side, a member of the United Learning Trust, which has been actively involved in one of the 22 local Triple Science Networks, also supported through this programme.

Partner schools receive a visit from an adviser who runs through their specific requirements. A bespoke plan is then put in place with the school, which includes a mix of activities that might include classroom support; CPD courses; peer support – enabling a partner school to link directly with another local school that has overcome some of the challenges that they are facing with triple science; local networks that encourage take-up of triple science for the broadest range of pupils and encourage pupils’ take-up of science post-16; and online resources and online communities via the National STEM Centre website.

Manchester Academy’s Head of Science, Jo Smiles, is enthusiastic about the impact the programme has had on the quality of its triple science teaching and learning. “When we introduced triple science we were conscious that doing so would need careful planning and organisation,” she points out. “Thanks to the audit and bespoke action plan that the Science Learning Centre North West has put in place our science teachers feel very supported and confident in teaching triple science.”

The positive impact of involvement in the programme is already being seen in students who will sit their final examinations next year, with initial figures showing they are on track to improve results still further, and help ensure, as a Year 10 student commented, that they “get to the right college to continue science at A level and help towards our chosen careers in medicine and engineering.”

It is crucial that all pupils with potential, regardless of their family background or the school they go to, are encouraged and inspired to study subjects that will enable them to progress to higher education if they choose. Triple science subjects at GCSE are important in enabling pupils to study the single science A levels that are required for science degrees such as engineering, energy and medical industries. While it will take some time for the full impact of our Triple Science Support Programme to be known, positive feedback from participating schools such as Manchester Academy assure us that the benefits of the programme are already beginning to show.